Abstract. We consider the problem of scheduling on-line a sequence of degradable intervals in a set of k identical machines. Our objective is to find a schedule that maximizes simultaneously the Weight (equal to the sum of processing times) and the Size (equal to the number) of the scheduled intervals. We propose a bicriteria algorithm that uses the strategies of two monocriteria algorithms (GOL [7], maximizing the Size and LR [4] , maximizing the Weight) and yields two simultaneous constant competitive ratios. This work is an extension of [2] (COCOON'04), where the same model of degradable intervals was investigated in an off-line context and the two objectives were considered separately.
In this paper, we consider the problem of scheduling on-line degradable intervals on k identical machines. We define a degradable interval σ by a triplet (r, q, d) where r denotes the release date, q the minimal deadline and d the deadline (r < q ≤ d). This means that σ is scheduled if and only if it is executed from date r to date t (q ≤ t ≤ d) on one machine. Intuitively, in this model, each interval can be shortened (with respect to the required total execution [r, d)). We denote by [r, t) the numerical interval corresponding to the effective execution of a degradable interval σ and by p(σ) = t − r its processing time. We define the weight w(σ) of the effective execution of any interval σ by w(σ) = t σ − r σ . This means that the weight of an interval σ is equal to its processing time (it is known in the literature as the proportional weight model [8] ). In our model, we consider on-line sequences of degradable intervals σ 1 , ..., σ n where the σ i 's are revealed one by one in the increasing order of their release dates (r 1 ≤ r 2 ≤ · · · ≤ r n ), and future intervals are not known in advance.
For any algorithm A, we denote by A k the version of A running on k identical machines. In our model, an on-line algorithm A k has to build at each step a valid schedule. A schedule is valid if and only if for every date t, there is at most one interval on each machine and each interval is scheduled at most once. When a new interval σ i is revealed (at step i), the algorithm A k can reject it (in this case, it is definitively lost) or serve it. In this second case, if the algorithm schedules σ i on machine j, it interrupts at least the already scheduled interval intersecting σ i on machine j. The interrupted intervals are definitively lost and no gain is obtained from them for both metrics. Thus, each step i of any on-line algorithm A k can be decomposed into two stages: First, there is the interrupting stage of step i. During this stage, the algorithm interrupts a subset of the already scheduled intervals (note that this subset can be empty). Secondly, there is the scheduling stage of step i. During this stage, the algorithm decides if the new interval σ i is served or rejected, and if it is served, on which machine σ i is served. has been proposed. Concerning the monocriteria non-degradable problems, they have been extensively studied for both the off-line and the on-line versions. In particular, the off-line versions are polynomial (see Faigle and Nawijn [7] for the Size and Carlisle and Lloyd [6] or Arkin and Silverberg [1] for the Weight problems). In the on-line context, the algorithm GOL of Faigle and Nawijn [7] is optimal for the Size problem. For the Weight problem, there is a series of works going from the paper of Woeginger [8] to the paper of Bar-Noy et al. [4] , who proposed on-line algorithms with constant competitive ratios. Note that the two degradable monocriterion intervals problem has been investigated in [2] . Outline of the paper. In Section 1, we present two monocriterion algorithms (GOL k [7] and LR k [4] ) in the degradable interval model. Section 2 is devoted to the description and the analysis of our on-line bicriteria algorithm AB k using GOL and LR as subroutines. subroutines of our algorithm AB k (see Section 2) in order to obtain a pair of constant competitive ratios. The algorithm GOL k . We describe the algorithm GOL k of [7] in the degradable interval model by decomposing it into an interrupting stage and a scheduling stage.
Algorithm GOL k (adaptation of [7] ) 
If we combine all these equalities, we obtain
k is optimal for the Size in the degradable interval model.
The algorithm LR k . We now describe the algorithm LR k of [4] adapted to our degradable interval model and decomposed into an interrupting stage and a scheduling stage (for all k ≥ 3).
Algorithm
We denote by F t the set of scheduled intervals containing date t. 
In the following, we show that LR k is
-competitive in the degradable interval model for the Weight metric (note that this is very close to 4 when k is large). We first show that the weight of an optimal degradable schedule is no more than twice the weight of an optimal non-degradable schedule. 
i executes the same intervals at the same dates as machine i of O * d ). Thus, we have: 
Moreover, since the 2-approximation algorithm of [2] does not degrade the intervals, the k machine schedule consisting in the union of the O i 's is valid for the non-degradable interval model. This means that
)-competitive for the non-degradable interval model (from an adaptation of the proof of [4] ). Thus, by definition, we have
Combining these two inequalities leads to 
We define E 1 E 2 the union + of E 1 and E 2 as follows:
Note that the union + is commutative and it generalizes the usual definition of the union of two non-degradable intervals sets since in that case, σ
As, by definition, the two effective executions of a same interval σ defined by (r, q, d) must start at the same release date r, the one with the smallest execution time is covered by the other.
Note that, to be completely rigorous, we should not define an interval 
The algorithm AB k . The main idea is the following. AB k is running on k identical machines (called real machines because it is on these machines that the effective schedule is built). It uses as subroutines GOL and LR (described in Section 1). For the ease of notation, we use A for GOL and B for LR. For each new submitted interval σ i , we simulate the execution of the algorithm A r (resp. B k−r ) on r (resp. k − r) virtual machines, in order to control the size (resp. the weight) of the schedule. These two simulations (for the size and for the weight) are made on machines that we call virtual, because they are used only in order to determine the set (potentially empty) of intervals AB k has to interrupt and whether σ i has to be rejected or served by AB k (and in this last case, to decide in which degraded version AB k has to serve the new interval). Indeed, AB k serves σ i on a real machine if and only if A r or B k−r serves σ i (note that if both A r and B k−r serve it, AB k chooses the effective execution of σ i that covers the other).
In order to determine the schedule given by an algorithm after the interrupting and the scheduling stages, we introduce the following notation. Notation 2 (Schedule returned by an algorithm on step i) For every on-line sequence σ 1 , . . . , σ n , for every algorithm ALG and for every step of ex- Input: An on-line sequence of intervals σ 1 , . . . , σ n and k identical machines.
. . , σ i on the k real machines.
Step 0:
1. The interrupting stage of AB k : (a) Execute the interrupting stage of A r (resp. B k−r ) on the r (resp. k − r) virtual machines associated to A r (resp. B k−r ) by submitting the new interval σ i to A r (resp. B k−r ). Note that the set of intervals scheduled and not interrupted by A r (resp. B k−r ) is now
(b) Execute the interrupting stage of AB k on the k real machines associated to AB k by interrupting the subset of intervals of 
on any free machine and we have: 
Intervals scheduled by the algorithm AB k . We first present Lemma 3 which states that the algorithm AB k schedules the same intervals as the union + of the intervals scheduled by A r and the intervals scheduled by B k−r .
Lemma 3 For each step i of execution of the algorithm AB
Proof. We prove Lemma 3 by induction on the steps of execution i of AB k . The basic case (step 0):
The basic case is checked. The main case (step i): Let us assume that O (i−1)2 (AB k ) is valid and that
(by the assumption of the induction).
The interrupting stage: We first need to prove that
We have to show that there is always a subset of intervals of R (i−1) 2 (AB k ) that can be removed such that the above equality is possible.
Since
, and
, and by assumption of induction, O (i−1)2 (AB k ) is valid. Thus, there cannot be intervals scheduled at the same time or more than once in 
+ is commutative and since σ
ii. We prove that O i 2 (AB k ) is valid in the same way as in 2(b)ii. 
Proof. By Lemma 3, for every step i of the algorithm 
). Combined with (2), we obtain:
As
, by applying Corollary 2 on (3), we obtain:
This means that AB k is ( 
